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1 - Hedgebot

Any StH character you can find in here is property to Sega/Sonic Team.
This story was created by my own memories of the Sonic series and some fantasy.
The readers should have played "Sonic Battle" to better know the places.
But it is NOT needed to know everything about it.
Green H is my own creation, Grey H and Snowe is just some extra characters to fill it out.

One late evening in Emerald Town, Tails House:

Tails: It has been three months now, since...Emerl...*A tear flows down his cheek*
Sonic: It is, Tails... but dont think more about it, the past is...*Tails interrupt Sonic*
Tails: But, how can you just forget him? He where our... friend...*Sonic sighs*
Sonic: Get some sleep Tails, tomorrow we are going to prepare Eggmans end of evildoing.
Tails:*He nods*Yes Sonic, tomorrow it starts...

Day 1, Emerald Beach:

Knuckles: Lets just get there and destroy his fortress and punch some sense into him!
*the others shakes thier heads*
Rogue: No good idea Knuck, Eggman has to much defenses in his new fortress, "The Eggkeep".
Knuckles: But what else can we do?*Knuckles says angrily*
Sonic: Well, i can take care of his defenses, he will never get me.*Tails shakes his head*
Tails: no good idea sonic, even if you take care of his defenses he still got to many Guards.
*A long silence comes, everyone sighs*
Sonic: So what should we do? Eggmans evil scheming must end!*Sonic says angrily*
*A dark character appears near them*
Shadow: I am here.*the others looks on Shadow, Knuckles waves his hand towards Shadow*
Knuckles: So why are you so late Shad?*Shadow gives Knuckles a cold glare*
Shadow: I have gathered some information about "The Eggkeep".*Everyone looks on Shadow*
Shadow: The Eggkeep is a steady fortress with multiple forms of defenses and guard bots...the chance
to get into the keep and make a short work of Eggman is one in a million...
*Everyone sighs*
*the wind is starting to blow up, it starts to rain*
Sonic: The meeting is over folks, time to get home, we will come up with a plan someday...

Terarius, 14 years ago:

Green Hedgehog: Damned!*The hedgehog glares on all Guardbots around him, they are ready to shoot
at him
when the order is given*
*A grey blur runs forth to the Green Hedgehog, it stops, a grey Hedgehog*
Grey Hedgehog: Move it or you are damned!*the Grey H draws forth two guns, and begins to rapidly
shoot at



the Guardbots*
Green Hedgehog: I shall not be defeated yet pal*he draws forth a massive launcher* Enemy locked,
hold them
at bay a little more...
Grey Hedgehog: Sure thing pal!*he throws away his guns that are out of ammo and draws forth a SMG*
*the bots are now half the number, but they are still shooting on the hedgehogs*
Green H: Get out of the way!*the Grey H dodges to the side as the Green H fires a energy blast*

five minutes later:

Green H: can you walk?
Grey H: sure thing*both of em laughs, and starting to walk away, when the Grey H suddenly falls to his
knees*
*The Green H looks on his friend, Out of the Grey Hs chest is a metallic blade coming out and blood
flows*
Green H: NO! Sunder!*Sunder, the grey h, is slowly falling to the ground as the blade is drawed back,
the Green H is now looking back, he is not glad about the sight, a robotic, feminine, cyan colored bunny
glares at him* Not you to Snowe, will it ever end...

Back to Emerald town, at "Club Rogue"

Rogue: So what do you think about the situation, Knuck?
Knuckles: Not good, those new types of Rustbuckets Eggman has created is to strong for even me!
Shadow: Indeed they are, still the three of us can take them easily*Knuckles and Rogue nods*
Rogue: Yes, its only Shadow that can defeat one of them singlehandely, but even then you doesnt goes
away without at least some wounds.
Knuckles: Damn those Rustbuckets! And now Eggman has taken one Chaos Emerald!

At the same time at the "Central Lab":

Tails: Interesting...*Tails is sitting at a computer gathering information*
Sonic: Found anything yet Tails?*Sonic Walks over to Tails and looks on the computer, he does not
understand any of the marks and numbers*
Tails: yes i have found some information about the new E-Series robots...*Sonic looks relieved*
Sonic: So spill it out will you?
Tails: sorry but i will say it at the next meeting...
Sonic: whaat?
Tails: at the next meeting, not before...

TO BE CONTINUED...

Please comment what you are thinking about it and also report some flaws if you finds any, it is
important to me, i am trying to use proper english but i am not the best at it, I where born and raised in
Sweden.
Ah yeah, Terarius is another world, the Green H, Sunder and Snowe lived there, want more info about
it? then just ask(if anybody cares to know)



2 - Conspiration

---Day 2, Tails lab---

Tails: So the second meeting has now started

Sonic: Yes and can you now tell us what the news about the new E series robots are?

Amy: Spill it out will ya tails?

Knuckles: Yes can you tell us today?

Tails: Easy now everyone...*Tails starts a hologram of the new E series robots*
As we all know they are nearly unstopable by our current force and...

Sonic: Skip that talk Tails and come to the point!

Tails: Um, yeah... I have gathered all data of the robots, and put them all in a few words...

All others: So tell us Tails!

Tails: Um, yeah... We need more firepower to defeat them...

Sonic: Tell us something we dont know Tails!

Tails: But I mean it! We need some of Eggmans OWN weapons to beat those!

*Silence comes*

Knuckles: So what we need to do is get into Eggkeep and get our hands on some weapons?

Tails: Yes, but we cant make that move, the problem there is that we lack firepower...

Sonic: Cant you just create some better firepower yourself? Or arent you smart enough?

*Knuckles rises fast as he hears those words*

Knucklesl: Are you insulting Tails now? hes trying his best to Sonic!

Sonic: Go drag something old over youself Knuck!(In sweden: Gå dra nått gammalt över dig, It means
like: Stop it it is annoying or be quiet)

Tails: Um guys...



Knuckles: You are always insulting it when someone lacks something wether they lack it or not!

Sonic: SO WHAT!? Everyone here knows at least that you lacks a brain Knuck!

Knuckles: Say that again if you dare Sonic!

Tails: Guys!

Sonic: Yes I will braindead!

Tails: GUYS!

Sonic and Knuckles: WHAT IS IT!?

Tails: The meeting is over! now get out from my lab!

---Fifteen minutes later, at Amy apartment---

Sonic: Bah, Tails could realy do something about it...

Amy: But you where a little to harsh against him...

Sonic: So what!? He could have done some new weapons until the meeting at least!

Amy: I, dont know about that Sonic... But i know that we will come up with something...

---13 Years ago, Terarius, Tads Lab---

Grey Squirrel: So shall we start the operation folks?

Crew: Yessir!

Grey Squirrel: Hopefully this one can replace Sunder*He looks down on the green hedgehog, with only a
stump left of his left arm*

---The next day, Terarius, Tads lab---

Green Hedgehog: Where...am I...*The H stares up in the bright lamp*

Grey Squirrel: So you finally awakes...

Green H: Who are you? and where am I?

Grey S: I am Tad, and you are in my Lab, the operation where succesfull...

Green H: What operation?



Tad: Your left arm...

Green H: My left arm where ripped of a year bef...*He suddenly sees a robotic left arm on his left side
connected to his body*

Tad: Maybe the War still can be won...Flash the Hedge...Bot...

---Day 2 at midnight, Tails Lab---

Tails: Sonic where right!*Tails throws another prototype rifle in the recycle machine to restore the
materials*
I cant make a decent weapon out of scratch!*He falls to his knees and slams his hands in the floor,
crying*

---The same time, at Club Rogue---

Knuckles: The E-122 Robots are coming more frequently now...

Rogue: And the numbers in each attack has become more...

Shadow: Emerald City is spending money on defenses in the "Holy Summit"... We can hold the E-122
Series at bay...

Rogue: For now yes, but what happens when a E-123 Serie is created?

Knuckles: I think i got an idea...

Rogue:*She looks at the red echidna* Like what Knuck?

Knuckles: In "Gimme Shelter", Eggmans old quarters, there are plans for the E-102 Series, like
Gamma...

Rogue: What sense does that for us? The Goverment has already taken that place and has started to
massproduce that Series again

Knuckles: I didnt knew that...

Rogue: I am a agent you know, it is my job to know things...

Knuckles: Yeah, it is after all... But i thought, Sonic insulted Tails for not being able to create a good
weapon...

Shadow: And you thought that Tails can make a better version of the E-102 Series robots?

Knuckles: No, i thought if he took the "Devastator" of the kind Gamma uses he could make a more
mobile version...



Rogue:*Suddenly stands up and looks suprised* Thats an exellent idea Knuck! Gammas "Devastator"
has Devastating power!

Shadow: Probably it where from that the name came...

Rogue: Are you insulting me Shad?

Shadow: No...But insulting Eggman for having a lack of fantasy for a better name...

*Knuck and Rogue Laughs*

Knuckles: Good one Shadow! I am glad that i came up with this idea...

Rogue: Why?

Knuckles: That will make Sonic see that I am NOT braindead!

*Knuckles and Rogue laughs, Shadow Smiles*

TO BE CONTINUED...

What do you all think about this Chap eh?



3 - Devastator

---Day 3, Meeting at the beach---

Amy: The third meeting has now started, anyone with some good ideas to say or something to ask?

Knuckles: Yeah, Where the heck is that snake Sonic?

Amy: He could not come today... I realy dont know why but he said something I did not hear clearly

Knuckles: Okey, But now I got a great idea to tell if I may...

Amy: The talk is yours Knuck

Knuckles:*As Amy gets a seat with the others Knuckles steps forth* Last night I came up with a great
idea my friends

Tails: What was that idea Knuck?

Knuckle: The disc Rogue?*Rogues steps forward and give Knuckles a disc* Good, this disc contains all
info and data about
the E-102 Series robots...

Tails: But, we have Gamma, hes one of that series, and the goverment has started to create more of
them...

Knuckles: Well, the point is about that series "Devastator"...

Tails:*suddenly gets a insight*So dumb I am! If i could create a more powerfull version of that...

Knuckles: It needs not more power Tails, but mobility, if you can create a version that one person can
carry and use...

Tails: The power would be more than enough to hold back the new robots of Eggman!

Knuckles: So it does not have enough power to take the Eggkeep?*Knucks,Rogue and Shadow looks
suprised*

Tails: Well...no it does not have enough power for that...but greater power than anything right now in our
force...

Rogue: Damn it! And I that thought it could take out the Eggkeep!

Knuckles: I thought that to... Well i got nothing more to say, anyone else that gots an idea?



*Everyone is silent for a while*

Shadow: I think I got an idea...

Knuckles: Step up then Shad*Shadow and Knuckles switches places, and Knuck gives Tails the disc*

Shadow: I thought about it, My airshoes is helpfull against those robots, If we combine thier mobility and
the Devastators Power
We may get a fearsome combination...

Tails: Well, then we would need a much more powerfull version...

Gamma: May is speak?

Shadow: Yes Gamma, feel free to speak

Gamma:*Walks forth and stands left of shadow*My data has confirmed that it would cost to much to
research and to create a more powerfull version of the airshoes, end of line

Knuckles: Any good ideas about that Gamma?

Gamma: Positive, My booster combined with the airshoes would give far enough power to carry and
move the Devastator with ease, end of line

Tails: Gamma is right! his booster has great power as it is able to lift him before it must recharge! and if
we combine that power with the airshoe, then we...

Knuckles: Stop right there genius! We should only discuss good ideas here, not to think about the whole
it would do

Tails: You are right Knuckles*Gamma and Shadow moves to the others as Amy goes forth again*

Amy: More good ideas?

*Everyone thinks about great ideas*

---12 years ago, Flashs 14th birthday---

Guard: Alert the alarm! the hedgehog has gone crazy!

Guard2: Evacuate level 1 to 5 of the laboratory!

Guard3: Hes coming!

*The green hedgehog runs towards the guards, as they draws thier weapons, the hedgehogs robotic
arm is halfway thru one guards body*



Tad:*Stands in the elevator to evacuate*Why flash, why are you doing this...

---12 years ago, three days later---

Soldier: Tad, Sunder HQ is...

Tad: I know, it is under siege from within...send in the Cryo team...

Soldier: But, should we not just ki...

Tad: NO! we are talking about Sunders own blood! he must be put into Stasis until he is calmed!

---2 years ago,the Stasis chamber level---

Scientist: Tad! the stasis its...

*A portal inside the stasis chamber is starting to open, sucking the green hedgehog inside it*

Tad: It is nothing we can do, Let us just pray that he will be safe...

Scientist: Y-yes Tad, let us pray for his safety...

Tad: Fare-thou-well, Flash the HedgeBot...Now folks! now we should concentrate to rebuild the parts of
Sunder HQ that is still damaged after those long years!

---Day 3, Afternoon, Tails Lab---

Tails: Thank you for helping me Gamma

Gamma: Glad to be of service for you

*They both are working on the Devastator, and partly on another creation, a huge creation*

---At the same time at the Holy Summits front---

Knuckles: Here they comes!*He shouts to all the soldiers as a dozen of the E-122 Series robots comes
at low altitude over the sea towards them*

Rogue: I will take the lead of the air troopers Knucks!

Knuckles: Good point Rogue! Please be carefull

Rogue: As always Knuck!*She gives him a kiss on his cheek as she shouts to the troopers*FLIGHT
MODE AT FASTEST RATE FOLKS!*And she and the troopers takes of to the skies*

TO BE CONTINUED...



What do you all think about it eh?



4 - Zero

---Day 4, Holy Summit---

Knuckles: What a fight last night, dont you think Rogue?

Rogue:*Rogue has got a wound on her right forearm* A real fight it where Knuck, Any casualties?

Knuckles: Two soldiers where badly hurt but they will survive...

Rogue: That is more Casualties than usual...

Shadow:*Walks to Knuck and Rogue* The E-122 Series has better equipment now, but I think old E has
a big problem now...

Rogue: Like what Shad?

Shadow: I think he is starting to running low on Materials, That may be because he has distracted us
here...

Knuckles: Distracted? You mean he has attacked on another position!?

Shadow: Indeed, he has now laid his hands on a Iron mine north-west of here...And a Oil platform out in
the sea...

Knuckles: He must realy be desperate if he needs oil...

Rogue: Seems like we needs to be prepared for the worst?

Shadow: Indeed...

*What the three friends does not notice is a lightblue, fluid creature, that is flowing down towards
Emerald town unnoticed*

---At the same time, At the Beach---

Amy: Where was you when the meeting took place yesterday Sonic?

Sonic: I where in the mountains east of Emerald City and thought about stuff...

Amy: Like what?

Sonic: None of you concern Amy...



Amy: O.K...*Amy walks to a stone and sits down, and sighs*

Tails: Hello everyone!*Tails comes running towards Amy,Sonic and Cream with Gamma at his tails,
carrying something*

Sonic: So what has the little genius come up with now then?

Tails: Um...I... Me and Gamma has created a new weapon!*Gamma goes and drops a big sack before
Sonic*

Sonic: Then we shall se what he has done...*Sonic opens the sack and draws out a form of the
devastator*

Tails: The hole back of it is where you should place you arm in and inside you will find the trigger...

Sonic: Looks cool but, it is to heavy...*Sonic pulls his arm inside and grasps after the trigger, but he has
problem to pull it upwards*

Tails: Thats where the other toys comes in!*Tails goes to the sack and pulls forth a belt and two
silver-colored shoes*

Sonic: What the...Airshoes!?

Tails: Yep! to carry the FoG weapon you needs the "Lifter Shoes" and the "Carry Belt"!

Sonic: Okey...*After Sonic has gotten the new shoes on and put the belt on him the curiosity is easy to
notice*
So how do I start those things?

Tails: Just say "Battle Mode"

Sonic: BATTLE MODE!*The Lifter Shoes Starts and Sonic finds it a little easier to move around, then the
Carry Belt summons a Booster pak like gammas and Sonic then floats at low altitude*
Mighty cool toys you have done Tails!

Tails: Me and Gamma helped each others to create them...

Sonic: O.K, but now i will try this little baby!*Sonic aims a rock and pulls the trigger, the devastator lets
out a low sound*
Nothing happened!

Tails: Um...let the trigger go...

Sonic: Like thi...*as he lets the trigger go a fullcharged blast goes of and Sonic can feel the tremendeous
recyle of the blast*

*The stone is shattered as well as the other stones behind it*



Amy: Whoa!

Cream: Oh...

Tails: Such firepower!

Sonic:*He just stares on what he just did, then*Mighty powerfull Toys to!

Gamma: Battle mode initiated!

Tails: What!?*Everyone looks towards the point Gamma is aiming for with his own devastators, that now
has got a improvement in power*

Amy: It is...It is...

Sonic,Tails,Amy and Cream: CHAOS!*Chaos now stands before Gamma that blasts of the devastator,
Chaos becomes liquid and flows towards Tails, dogding the charge*

Tails: No!*Tails starts to spin his tails and takes to the sky, Amy runs to Sonic, and Chaos is aiming for
Cream that is frightened*
Run Cream!

*Cream is to scared to move, Cheese flies to attack Chaos as he now becomes his original form*

*Within seconds, a loud, cracking sound hears, as Cheese´s body is pressed towards a stone by Chaos
now morphed hand*

Cream: Ch-Cheese!!!*Creams doesnt seem to notice Chaos as she runs towards the now, dead and
bloody, little Chao*

Sonic: Watch out Cream!

*But it is to late, Chaos has morphed his hand once again, and now the pals see his hand inside Creams
mouth, making her unable to breath*

Sonic: You bastard!*Sonic shoots a charge at Chaos*

Tails: Sonic! NO!!!

*As the charge hits Chaos, the high electricity flows in his body and hurts Cream to*

Gamma: Attack!*Gamma is now behind Chaos, taking forth his Solid Knuckle to attack Chaos, but
Chaos simply morph his other hand and knocks away Gamma in a wide-arch punch*

Tails: Nooo!*They all now see Cream, tears flowed down her cheek, when she died*



*Chaos now liquifies himself and flows away, as Sonic,Tails and Amy runs to Creams side*

Amy: Why...why...*Amy starts to cry*

Tails: Eggman...he controls Chaos...*Tails is shaking with both fear and anger*

Sonic: That Son-of-a-dog will DIE!*Amy and Tails looks on Sonic, that now has another look, he looks
more...Evil*

Amy: S-sonic...*she reaches out her hand to try calming Sonic*

Sonic: Get away from me Amy!*Sonic hits Amys hand away and glides away from the others, leaving
them with the now dead friends, Cream and Cheese*

---Day 4, Afternoon, Tails lab---

Tails: Why would Eggman kill Cream! Why!*Tails cries as he throws his working tools away* Gamma,
can you finish it?

Gamma: Positive, and, I am sorry for the loss of Cream and Cheese...

Tails: We could do nothing...You dont need to be sorry Gamma...*Tails walks toward the door, he needs
some fresh air, Gamma is taking care of the last details on the creation*

---Outside Tails lab---

Tails: Why did Eggman kill Cream, why?

Voice: Maybe he wants to shake you so you drop your guard...

*Tails spins around and stares on a green hedgehog and notices his robotic left arm*

Tails: Wh-who are you!?

Flash: My name is Flash the HedgeBot*Flash says to calm Tails*

Tails: Wh-what are you doing here anyways?

Flash: I am just on a passing by with my friend, but maybe we can be of help for you against this
"Eggman"?

*Tails now notice a Brown squirrel with flame-colored and flame shaped hair walks forth*

Aeth: Hiya! the name is Aeth the Squirrel! but just call me Aeth pal!*Aeth holds his hand to greet*

Tails: My name is Miles Prower, But everyone calls me "Tails"...*Tails grasps Aeths hand and they
shake hands*



Flash: Maybe we can have a place to sleep before we can talk about your problem? I for one is a bit
sleepy...

Tails: Yes, follow me inside the lab and I maybe can find a place for you to rest...

TO BE CONTINUED...

MUAHAHAHA! Loss of two allies and Win by Two allies!, Sorry for that it where Cream and Cheese that
needed to die



5 - Behind Enemy Lines

---Day 5, Somewhere over the sea between Emerald City and Eggkeep---

*Sonic hovers over the sea with his new equipment, the Lifter Shoes and the Carry Belt, he thinks*

Sonic: Damn him, That Eggman...He will die today!*Sonic is filled with anger, but deep within him, he
have fears*

---At the same time, Eggkeep---

Eggman: Hohohoho! So Sonic finally seems to come! Hohoho! Now he will be at MY service!*He turns
around from the monitor*
Now be ready with the Project "Mindcontrol"!

Phi 16: Yessir Eggman!

Phi 17: Yessir Eggman!

Phi 18: Yessir Eggman!

*the three remaining E-121 "Phi" makes haste to ready Eggmans new weapon*

---Back to Sonic---

Sonic: There it is!*Sonic can now see the Eggkeep in all its power, the Eggkeep is on a small island ten
minutes from himself*
Time to pay that bastard a visit!

---Ten minutes later, Egg-Islands shore---

Sonic: Time to party, E!*Sonic lands on the sand and starts to run at Super-Sonic speed towards the
Eggkeep*

---In Eggmans lair---

Eggman: FIRE AT WILL ALL BOTS!*Eggman shouts in the microphone*

*Sonic can see the defenses lining up and starts to fire at him, he dodges the shots as he runs towards
the keeps giant gates*

Eggman: I will go and greet my little blue rodent now!*Eggman walks on the teleporter and warps to the
gate*
Get ready with the Mind-cannon Phi 16, 17 and 18!



Phi 16-18: Yessir! all ready Sir!

Eggman: Good good...

*the gates bursts open as Sonic walks in*

Sonic: You will die E, for killing Cream!*Sonic aims for Eggman*

Eggman: Please spare those words you little rodent! Because they will be your last FREE words!

Sonic: Wh-at!?*Sonic now notices the three Phi robots holding a large cannon aiming for Sonic*
Sh-iiit!

Eggman: FIRE THE MIND-CANNON!*As Eggman gives the order the cannon bursts off*

Sonic: Damn!*The burst hits Sonic, he instantly feels his body turning into metal, he becomes a robot*

Eggman: HOHOHOHO! Now you are under my control my little rodent friend! Is it not right eh?

Metal Sonic: Your rules are my law, Lord Eggman*Metal Sonic knees before Eggman as the big baddie
gives out a laugh*

---At the same time, outside Tails lab---

Tails: Welcome to the meeting my friends! I bring two good news for us!

Amy: And I bring one bad...

Tails: Oh...Then you can tell that first Amy...

*Amy walks up to Tails and runs around, looking on the few allies left, Knuckles, Shadow, Rogue,
Gamma and Tails is left*

Amy: Sonic...Has gone to the Eggkeep to fight Eggman...

*The others stares on Amy*

Knuckles: He did that!?

Amy: Yes...

Rogue: Wonder how big the chances of his return is...

Gamma: My data says it is a chance of 0,9%, End of line

Shadow: Not a big chance then...



Amy: How can you say so about Sonic? We all know he can take care of anything!...Right? he can do
that...Right?*The tears are starting to flow down her cheek*

Tails: Easy now Amy, we maybe can come in time to rescue him!

Knuckles: huh? Why do you think that Tails?

Tails: Me and Gamma has built a huge creation for this fight*Tails presses a button on his new armband
on his left arm*

Knuckles: What the...?*The left wall on Tails Lab is starting to move upwards, a loud sound hears as the
huge machine rolls out*

Rogue: It is huge!

Shadow: Indeed Rogue!

Knuckles: Whoa!

Tails: We call it simply the Guardian*The machine now rises, it is a huge version of Gamma, but with
more powerfull legs and arms and a huge box on the back*

Gamma: The Guardian has firepower far greater than a dozen of E-122 Series Bots, and its armor can
only be penetrated by a force strong as a minor nuclear missile
Furthermore it have a hard penetrated defense shield that covers the whole body in sections, meaning if
one arm is penetrated the rest is still protected, End of line

Tails: It is the ultimate battle machine...*Tails says with a grim voice*

Knuckles: You does not seem impressed with you work Tails...*The others looks suspicious on Tails*

Tails: Why should I be happy when I have greated one of the greatest weapons of war?

Flash: Because it is you that controls it...*Flash and Aeth now walks forth and Knuckles, Rogue, Shadow
and Amy stares at them*

Tails: Maybe...oh yeah, the Guardian is the first good new, the second is that we got two new allies!

Knuckles: Does not looks like so much...*Knuckles says and points on Aeth*

Aeth: Oh yeah! Like you looks like something more! Garbage!*Aeth looks furious*

Knuckles: Say that again if you dare!*Knuckles gets angered*

Aeth: Yeah! Garbage!



Knuckles: Wanna fight!?*Knuckles says as a challenge*

Aeth: My pleasure!

Flash: Aeth! go down to the beach if you want to fight!*Flash points towards the beach*

Aeth: Yeah! good idea Flash! Now come you Garbage and show me what you got!*Aeth starts to run
towards the beach*

Knuckles: I will show you, you little...!*Knuckles starts to run towards the beach aswell*

Tails: Oh boy...Well you Three dont want to fight?

Rogue: Nope...

Shadow: No...

Amy: No...*Amy starts to walks to her apartment*

Tails: Looks like we got two hotheads now...*Tails stares after Knuck and Aeth running to the beach*

Flash: You bet pal...*Flash nods*

*They all laughs*

TO BE CONTINUED...

Two hotheads...One less friend...One more enemy...What do you all think eh? I does not got anything
against Sonic, Cream or Cheese!...Maybe a little...But it is MY story!



6 - The Keep

---Day 6, Somewhere over the sea---

*Tails, Knuck, Rogue, Shad, Gamma, Aeth and Flash took of ground from the Holy Summit with
Guardian to search for Sonic*

Tails:*He sits in the head of The Guardian and pilots it*All well onboard?

*Down in the Chest/Cargo*

Knuckles: All well with us Tails, you dont need to check every five minutes*Knuck says with a smile*

Tails: O.K, but I am checking for your own health you know...*He answers grimly*

Shadow: No casualties here, save those for the Eggkeep...*Shad says coldly*

Flash: Cheer people, for it is now or never we can rescue our run-away to Hedgehog!

Aeth: Yup, and we will probably kick some serious butt to, Right Garbage?*He says and looks on Knuck*

Knuckles: Ehehe...yeah..*Knuck nods and feels his back hurts since the battle with Aeth yesterday*

Aeth: You where better than you looked, buuut, your defense sucks pal*Aeth lets out a small smile*

Knuckles: Someday I will show you your superior!*He shows his hand as a threat*

Aeth: I shall wait until that day pal!*He answers and looks unimpressed*

Flash:*He walks towards the two fighters*Now take it easy you two! It is good to see you in good mood
but dont go overboard with it!*He says grimly*

Aeth: No chance Sir!*He salutes Flash*

Knuckles: O.K Boss*Knuck give Flash a salute*

Flash: Since when did I become boss?*Flash says suprised*

Tails:*His voice sounds from the speakers* Since Sonic ran off we choose you as our new leader, if you
dont have anything against it Flash?

Flash: No problems here, but I cant say I will make a good one*He answers with a smile*

Tails: We are fifteen minutes from the Eggkeep! be ready for battle everyone!



Rogue: Time for some real action then boys*She says with a little arrogant tone in her voice as she picks
up her weapon, A customized, laser rifle*

Knuckles: Ready as always!*Knuck and the others, except Shadow puts their armors on*

Aeth: Youre not a bigger hero cus you dont wear protection Shad*Aeth gives Shadow a suprised stare*

Shadow: I will not need it, I am the ultimate lifeform, the ultimate weapon of war, I have no need of such
things as protection...*He answers coldly*

Flash: Well, then would you not be more ultimate if you put these protection on?*Flash says as he pulls
a glove on*

Shadow: What do you mean with that?*Shadow turns around and looks on Flash*

Flash: If you now are the ultimate weapon, would you not be even more ultimate if you had protection
and such?

Shadow: You know how to put the words, Flash*Shadow says with a smile as he reaches for a suit of
armor*

Flash: Indeed I do my friend...

---At the same time, Emerald Beach---

*A portal appears on the beach, a young, red-haired girl steps out, after a few steps the portal closes*

Girl: Where...am...I?*she faints*

---Back in the Guardian---

Flash:*Flash suddenly gets a chilling feeling, and makes a painfull sound*

Aeth: Huh?*Everyone looks on Flash* Whats happened Flash?

Flash: I felt...a disturbance...in the Void...*Flash shrugs whatever he felt off him*

Aeth: Dont come with some spooky thing now! because you should look right on the monitor*Aeth points
on the monitor*

Flash: Huh?*As Flash looks on the monitor, he can clearly see the Eggkeep on the island before them*

Tails: We are there now folks! get ready for action!

Knuckles: Ready to fight!*Knuckles says as he cracks his fingers*



Aeth: Ready to kick some butts!*Aeth says with a bright smile*

Rogue: Ready for combat!*She says arrogantly and picks up her rifle*

Shadow: They shall fear my ultimate power!*Shadow says, with a small smile in his face*

Flash: Okey folks*Flash turns around and looks on the others*Rogue, take out any snipers you can find!

Rogue: Who died and made you boss? alright, I will do it

Flash: Knuckles and Aeth, you two will take out any heavy combat units you can find!

Aeth and Knuckles: Yes sir yes!*They both makes a salute*

Flash: Shadow, I need someone to cover my back!

Shadow: Fine with me!

Flash: Tails! Destroying any turrets or gates first, okey!?

Tails: No prob Flash!

Flash: okey then, lets do it!*The guardian lands on the shore, and opens the chest so the others may
jump out*

*The defenses of the Eggkeep is slowly starting to raise*

TO BE CONTINUED...

Hope anyones likes this story...



7 - Ready to Battle

---Day 6, Eggisland---

Flash: CHAAAARGE!!!!*Flash and Shadow starts to run towards the keep*

Tails: ATTACK!*the guardian closes the chest and goes into battle mode*

Aeth: Knuckles! I see some baddies here!*Aeth runs towards an opening in the nearby mountain*

Knuckles: O.K pal!*knuckles runs after Aeth*

Rogue: Snipers then...*she jumps up in the air, and aims her rifle on one of the snipers on the Eggkeep,
and blasts off, an instant kill*
First kill boys!*she says in the headsets microphone*

Flash: Okey shadow! here they come!*three of eggmans latest robots comes up from the ground*

Shadow: They will be destroyed!*he uses Chaos control, to teleport up on one of em, he hits the head
with all his power, to crack it*

Flash: good! now this one is MINE!*Flash runs towards a robot, and jumps, hits the robot with his robot
arm, and crushes its head*

*Flash and Shadow dodges when the machine tries to attack them with a powerfull punch*

Flash: Shadow! jump kick?*They look on each others, then nods, both activates their jetshoes, and
jumps at high speed up to the robots head, and makes a spin kick paralell to each others, squashes the
machines head*

Rogue: TAKE THIS!*She shoots down one of Eggmans Air-bots, then adds in the microphone* Watch
out boys, Air attack on the way!

Tails: I will take care of them!*he shouts to the others inside the Guardian, and activates its huge
engines to enter air combat*

---Meanwhile, in an underground shaft---

Knuckles: boy! does E never learns not to build those reserve tunnels!?*Aeth and Knuck runs down the
long tunnel, when a door suddenly closes down back off them, and another, and another as they run*

Aeth: hes trying to squash us! run buddy!*they look on each others, and nods*

Knuckles: you bet pal!*they runs down the tunnel*



---In the Eggkeep---

*Eggman stands at a monitor, with metal sonic to his right*

Eggman: mwahahaha! they think they win even if they take down my guards eh!*he laughs maniacly*

M.Sonic: They are fools, master...*Metal sonic watches the monitor, seeing so called, "old friends", fight
for their lives*

Eggman: indeed they are, but they havent even tasted A THIRD of my firepower! mwahahahaha!

*the three Phi bots runs up to Eggman and Metal Sonic*

Phi´s: reporting sir!

Eggman:*he turns around and looks down on them, raises an eyebrown*Yes Phi´s?

Phi´s: we have scouted a unknown object, closing the island!

Eggman: huh!? what kind of object?

Phi´s: Unknown object! we cant decipher its structual data!

Eggman: WHAT!? YOU CANT DO THAT!? YOU IDIOTS! MUST I DO EVERYTHING MYSELF!*Eggman
runs down to the main control board, rapidly presses buttons*

M.Sonic: what is the object master?

Eggman:*his face goes pale*I...I cant...Decipher its structual data! IMPOSSIBLE! I got the most
advanced tech in the world!

---Outside Eggkeep---

*Nearly all guards have been destroyed, now Flash, Shadow, Rogue is seeking shelter in the remains of
the Guardian, Tails stands there, shaking his head*

Tails: how could this happen? I thought the Guardian could withstand that energy blast...

Flash:*he pokes on Tails shoulder*Dont worry Tails! reinforcements have come! LOOK THERE!

*Flash and his friends looks up in the skies, a huge battleship approaches! it has a giant main core, two
giant wings connected to tow huge hangars on each side of the ship, and is partly formed to slither thru
the air*

Rogue: what...on...earth...is...THAT!?*she points up to the ship, as it comes closer to them, the Eggkeep
suddenly lets out a huge noise, and lifts from the sands*



---Some minutes ago, inside the Eggkeep---

Eggman: its a huge battleship! alright Phi´s!*the Phi´s gathers and does salute*Get the eggkeep ready to
LIFT!

Phi´s: Yes Sir Yes!*they runs away to the Sub-controls, Eggman looks grimly on the opposing
battleship*

Eggman: how could they EVER build something as big as my ship!? it cant be from this world!

M.Sonic: Maybe it isnt Master*Eggman looks on Metal Sonic*THey maybe used Chaos Control to move
it here from another world?

Eggman:*he shakes his head*Chaos Control CANT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES TRANSPORT
SOMETHING THAT HUGE WITH SO LITTLE POWER THESE RODENTS CAN GATHER!*Eggmap
slams his hands on his coffe machine*

M.Sonic: then what did they use master?

Eggman: something...or someone...Got power more than imagination!! but who!?*Eggman thinks for a
while, as the Eggkeep starts to fly*

---Outside, under the new battleship---

Flash: ok everyone! where is Knuckles and Aeth!?*the two runs towards them, black in ash*

Aeth: I said do NOT touch that button Knuck!

Knuckles: EY!? You was the one that said that probably was the only way out!*they both stops suddenly,
and looks up on the new battleship and drops jaws*

Aeth and Knuck: WHAT ON EARTH IS THAT!?

Flash: no time to spill! get here everyone!*the friends gathers around flash, who opens something in his
arm*Flash to the DARK ARK! beam us up!*A voice hears saying "Roger" and the friends are beamed
up!*

...TO BE CONTINUED...

is it still crappy? comment please!
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